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Child and Family Team Meetings for Teens in Foster Care

Under MRS, county DSS agencies hold Child and Family Team meetings (CFTs) with families involved with child welfare services. The primary functions of these meetings are to engage the family and other interested parties in joint decision-making and to provide the family with support. These meetings address the family’s strengths and needs and how these affect the child’s safety, permanence, and well-being. Each meeting also results in a plan that specifies what must occur to help the family safely parent the children.

Child and Family Team meetings occur soon after the decision is made to substantiate or reach a finding of “in need of services.” CFTs are used with the family throughout the life of the family’s case, even if it is unnecessary to remove the child from the home. Family-centered meetings of this type offer a host of potential benefits to families, children, and the professionals who serve them.

But what about meetings with older youth in foster care who, for whatever reason, don’t have parents or birth family members who can attend CFTs with them? How should agencies approach CFTs when the “family” in question is a single teenager, a “family of one”?

CFTs and “Solo” Teens

Even if their birth family is not in the picture, most teens in care have some kind of support system they can call upon during a CFT, so the “family of one” situation doesn’t come up all that often. Yet it does occur. Child welfare agencies need to have a formalized approach that ensures these youths’ voices are reflected in their plans and that supports are set in place with their involvement. Unfortunately, there are still agencies in North Carolina that hold case planning meetings that are agency-focused, implemented without the involvement of youth, and that do not insist on the youth’s and the youth’s supporters’ involvement.

Joan McAllister, LINKS Coordinator for the state of North Carolina, says, “I believe that youth who are, de facto, a family of one should also have CFTs that involve an objective facilitator, the youth’s chosen support persons, community providers, and agency personnel.”

continued next page
Training Dates

Shared Parenting
October 1-2
Greensboro
Contact: Elaine Highsmith
336/954-1747
(fax) 336/954-1750

November 17-18
Kinston
Contact: Betty Williford
252/520-2413
(fax) 252/520-2417

CFTs for Teens continued from page 1

For agencies seeking to improve their practice in this area, especially if the adolescents in question resist or are indifferent to being involved in their own CFT, McAllister has this advice:

- Tell the young person to invite whomever they wish. Don’t screen out anyone. They will be the persons to whom the youth goes for support, regardless of our opinion. They should be at the table.
- If the youth refuses to come, or says he or she can’t miss school, etc., postpone the meeting until the youth can come. This will send the message that the meeting is useless without their involvement and input. Can you imagine a more powerful (or empowering) message to send to a youth in foster care?

Adapting the CFT Process

The figure below illustrates the general structure of Child and Family Team meetings in child welfare in North Carolina. Many practitioners have successfully adapted this process to hold CFTs with “solo” teens. continued next page

Overview of a Child and Family Team Meeting

```
Preparation
Facilitator ensures the following parties know their roles and the purpose and structure of the meeting

Birth family, their extended family, and supporters
All relevant agency staff (includes foster parents)
Other professionals

Meeting
- Facilitator sets goals and ground rules for meeting
- Team members discuss family strengths and supports they can offer
- Family shares its perspective and knowledge
- Private planning time for family (does not occur in all meetings)
- All reconvene to discuss and finalize the plan

Implement Plan

Meet Again
Group reconvene to monitor progress and consider any difficulties with the plan

Monitor Progress
Monitor satisfaction of all participants with the process and outcomes
```
CFTs for Teens  continued from page 2

For instance, Jackie Brown, LINKS coordinator for Catawba County DSS, describes her approach this way:

   An agenda is formulated at the beginning of the meeting with the youth, capturing issues they wish to address. Each participant in the room signs the confidentiality form and we then proceed. The youth takes the lead. Everyone has a chance to be heard. Feedback and outcomes are written under each heading for the note takers. Copies of the notes are given to the youth for reference. Meetings are held around the youth’s schedule to ensure that she is present.

Brown believes this approach helps meetings with “solo” teens go smoothly, leading to greater buy-in from the youth and other parties and, ultimately, more positive outcomes.

Holly Yaeger, LINKS Coordinator for New Hanover County DSS, says that in her experience, follow-up CFT meetings are especially valuable because they reinforce supports and empower teens. In follow-up meetings, Yaeger says, “The social worker can get [teens] to work toward a goal and give the power to the teen to make a plan that works for them.”

To learn more about involving teens in CFTs, attend the The ABC's of Including Children in Child and Family Teams, which is described below.

Training Resource: The ABC's of Including Children in Child and Family Teams

Working in partnership with children and families is a central philosophy of the North Carolina Multiple Response System. Therefore, it is not a question of WHETHER children should be involved in Child and Family Teams, but rather a question of HOW. Using a wide range of activities and materials, this one-day skill-building event helps participants use strategies for preparing children for family meetings, making sure their voices are heard, and ensuring their safe participation. This course is sponsored by the NC Division of Social Services.

- **October 3, 2008**
  Location: Burgaw, NC
  To register contact: Ashley Duncan (919/513-0488; fax: 919/513-7980)

- **November 20, 2008**
  Location: Charlotte, NC
  To register contact: Donna Pearson (828/433-7187; fax: 828/430-8762)

The 2008 MRS Learning Institute

The fourth Multiple Response System Learning Institute will take place August 18 through 20, 2008 at the Sheraton Four Seasons in Greensboro, North Carolina. Working in Harmony: Families, Community, and Social Services will offer a variety of skill- and knowledge-building sessions for all areas of Children’s and Family Services. Workshops will be punctuated by keynote speakers Jeanne Robertson and Jimmy Wayne, a former NC foster child, who will share his experiences through story and song. For more information or to get a registration brochure, call Holly McNeill at 828/757-5672.
Benefits of Child and Family Team Meetings: What the Research Says

by Dr. Joan Pennell

Studies in the United States and elsewhere have found that holding family meetings is associated with:

- Identifying and engaging the natural networks of children, youth, and their families to widen the circle of supports (Pennell & Anderson, 2005);
- Including white, minority, indigenous, and Hispanic/Latino populations in a culturally respectful manner (Glode & Wein, 2007; Waites, Macgowan, Pennell, Carlton-LaNey, & Weil, 2004);
- Encouraging the participation of children and youth and creating circles of support for youth leaving care (Crampton & Pennell, in press; Merkel-Holguin, Tinworth, & Horner, 2007);
- Involving fathers or the paternal side of the family in planning (Pennell, 2006; Veneski & Kemp, 2000);
- Involving families and their informal supports in meaningful and participatory decision-making processes (Pennell, 2006);
- Raising family satisfaction with child welfare services and improving family-worker relationships (Duke University, 2006, 2007; Merkel-Holguin, Nixon, & Burford, 2003);
- Generating plans that are written in a way that reflects the family’s culture (Thomas, Berzin, & Cohen, 2005) and encompass a wide range of children’s needs that would not normally be included in case plans, such as attendance at church (Titcomb & LeCroy, 2005);
- Creating concurrent plans that place children with relatives while working on returning them to their parents, but with the relatives available to provide long-term care as needed (Desmeules, 2003);
- Keeping siblings together, stabilizing placements, maintaining children in their homes or reuniting families, placing children and teens with relatives or ‘like family,’ returning children from kinship care to their parents more quickly, and keeping these young people connected with their communities and cultural groups (Edwards & Tinworth, 2006; Merkel-Holguin, Nixon, & Burford, 2003; Morris, 2007; Titcomb & LeCroy, 2005; Walker, 2005);
- Decreasing the overrepresentation of children of color and Hispanic children in foster and institutional care (Crampton & Jackson, 2007; Texas Department of Family and Protective Services, 2006);
- Achieving these results while increasing the safety of the children (Gunderson, Cahn, & Wirth, 2003) and their mothers (Pennell & Burford, 2000) and without substantially affecting children’s safety (Berzin, 2004; Edwards & Tinworth, 2006; Sundell & Vinnerljung, 2004); and
- Achieving these results without raising costs (Pennell, 2005).

Joan Pennell directs the Center for Family & Community Engagement at North Carolina State University
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